
Question 1. – The UMC is a world-wide connectional church. Why and in what ways is this relevant in 
your context? 

This is relevant in my context in that it… 

- Allows us to see God 
- Gives us a greater sense of sacrificial giving knowing that we are giving even to ministries we 

might to each choose to support – across borders of all kinds 
- Places relationships at the center of our growing faith  
- Creates a collective reason to celebrate a common problem (s) addressed/solved  
- raises the level of concern for our brothers and sisters in every part of the world. 
- Uplifts the ability to hear different voices 
- Fosters a welcoming connection 
- Reminds us that “We have the same Jesus even if we live in different contexts so it focuses 

the locale of our energy” 
- “Puts us all on an equal playing field” 
- Builds partnership  
- Provides a space where different (sized/cultural) congregations can benefit from one 

another 
- Ministries like UMCOR (response and relief efforts for natural disasters and health crisis) can 

function with the support of prayers, presence, gifts, service and witness 
- Expands our vision – see the bigger reality 
- Helps us grow as disciples 
- Binds us together by our core values 
- Creates a liturgical connection 
- Speaks to our reputation of extravagant generosity and radical hospitality – going above and 

beyond 
- is a lived sign of our name – “United” Methodist 
- Lifts up of all gifts – in particular those of women by affirming ordination 
- Can bring new spirit-filled ideas as a result of sharing inspiration across the globe 
- Increases greater impact to a greater depth and breadth of needs 
- Calls us to true mutuality because we cannot simply say, “We are here to help THEM” 
- Awareness that across the world we face similar challenges 
- Causes significant challenges 
- CHANGES all of us by exposure to opportunities for learning 
- Guards the church from functioning like a machine (more relational) 
- “We are cousins who are FAMILY” 
- It helps to maintain trust, accountability and wise stewardship of our identity 
- Calls us to the discernment and use of best practices 
- “Our children and grandchildren live in a global world – they need to know how to connect.” 

 



Question 2. – In light of our commitment to a world-wide connectional church, what is most important 
for a truly world-wide General Book of Discipline that undergirds and empowers the mission of the 
entire UMC? (Highlighted due to format) 

 It is most important for a truly world-wide General BOD that… 

- We recognize that this process is NOT going to be easy  
o Partly because those who have been ‘in power’ are being given the opportunity to 

share responsibility and privilege 
- We remember that the BOD is a guide for ministry; NOT the Gospel. 
- That accessibility of language and communication style is given priority 
- We discern what is essential from our history and interpret it in light of contemporary 

scholarship and experience 
- Our Christology be consistent 
- We arrive at the outcome though a process of checks and balances and that the outcome 

builds in consistent checks and balances 
- We maintain episcopacy 
- We “find the line between the essentials and non-essentials” 
- Even something as ‘essential’ as sacraments can be applied contextually (ie. use of banana 

bread and coconut juice) 
- We have regard for connection NOT hindering connection 
- We commit to breaking down barriers NOT creating them 
- We arrive at this living document in such a way that it embodies covenant relationship – 

unconditional love, accountability, integrity and transparency 
- We share the decision-making process for how resources are allocated 
- We empower the local church NOT hinder the local church 
- We are all able to articulate a common understanding of our mission, vision and core values 
- Respect of not simply cultural style differences but also legal differences (ie. Divorce, 

polygaymy)   
- We are grounded together in our Wesleyan theology 
- We know what it is that makes us who we are – makes us both distinctive and connected 
-   


